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Overview

❏ Session 1: Transfer Learning - Pretraining and representations
❏ Session 2: Transfer Learning - Adaptation and downstream tasks
❏ Session 3: Transfer Learning - Limitations, open-questions, future directions

Sebastian 
Ruder

Matthew 
Peters

Swabha
Swayamdipta

Many slides are adapted from a Tutorial on 
Transfer Learning in NLP I gave at NAACL 
2019 with my amazing collaborators
👈 
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Transfer Learning in Natural Language ProcessingTransfer Learning in NLP

Follow along with the tutorial:

❏ Colab: https://tinyurl.com/NAACLTransferColab
❏ Code: https://tinyurl.com/NAACLTransferCode
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Agenda

[2] Pretraining [4] Adaptation

[6] 
Open Problems

[5] Downstream

[3] What’s in a 
representation?

[1] Introduction
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6. Open problems and future directions

Image credit: Yazmin Alanis
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6. Open problems and future directions

A. Computation and model size
B. Lack of robustness
C. Reporting/evaluation issues
D. More data or better models?
E. In-domain generalization versus out-of-domain generalization
F. The limits of NLU and the rise of NLG
G. The question of inductive bias
H. The question of common-sense
I. Continual learning and meta-learning

Image credit: Yazmin Alanis
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Computation and model size

❏ Recent trends
❏ Going big on model sizes

❏ Issues
❏ Narrowing the research competition
❏ Environmental costs
❏ Is bigger-is-better a scientific research program?

❏ Going the other way
❏ Models are over-parametrized
❏ SustaiNLP competition

❏ Techniques
❏ Distillation
❏ Pruning
❏ Quantization
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Computation and model size

❏ Recent trends
❏  as become the norm for SOTAGoing big on model sizes - over 1 billion parameters as become 

the norm for SOTA

●
Google
Meena
2.6B
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Computation and model size

Why is this a problem?Why is this a problem?

❏ Narrowing the research competition field
❏ what is the place of academia in today’s NLP?

fine-tuning? analysis and BERTology? critics?

❏ Environmental costs

❏ Is bigger-is-better a scientific research program?

“Energy and Policy 
Considerations for Deep 
Learning in NLP” - Strubell, 
Ganesh, McCallum - ACL 2019



Going the other way – smaller models

❏ Neural net are over parametrized

❏ Training sparse models for scratch – the GPU issue
❏ Trading off speed/memory/flexibility
❏ CPU/IPU?
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Computation and model size

LeCun, Y., Denker, J.S., & Solla, S.A. (1989). 
Optimal Brain Damage. NIPS.

Yao, Z., Cao, S., Xiao, W., Zhang, C., & Nie, L. (2018). 
Balanced Sparsity for Efficient DNN Inference on GPU. 
AAAI.

Yu, Haonan et al. “Playing the lottery with 
rewards and multiple languages: lottery 
tickets in RL and NLP.” ArXiv 
abs/1906.02768 (2019)

Ramanujan, Vivek et al. “What's Hidden in a Randomly 
Weighted Neural Network?” ArXiv abs/1911.13299 
(2019): n. pag.
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Computation and model size

Promoting smaller models

❏ Lack of incentive
❏ Reviewing overload => focus on SOTA only

❏ SustaiNLP 2020 co-located with EMNLP 2020
❏ First Workshop on Simple and Efficient Natural Language Processing
❏ @sustainlp2020 – https://sites.google.com/view/sustainlp2020

❏ Shared task to stimulate the development of more efficient models
❏ Based on: GLUE/SuperGLUE
❏ Goal: optimal trade-off between performance and efficiency
❏ Evaluation: ranking models according to efficiency under model performance constraints
❏ Focus on inference

❏ training efficiency difficult to fairly evaluate
❏ training cost make headlines but… cumulative lifetime environmental cost of large-scale 

production models is mostly constituted by inference computational cost

https://sites.google.com/view/sustainlp2020
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Computation and model size

Reducing the size of a pretrained model

Three main techniques currently investigated:

❏ Distillation
❏ Pruning
❏ Quantization
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Computation and model size

Distillation
❏ The best of both worlds (large models and small models)

❏ reduce inference cost
❏ capitalize on the inductive biases learned by a large model.

❏ DistilBert: 95% of Bert performances in a model 40% smaller and 60% faster
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Computation and model size

Distillation
❏ A lot of fresh work in late 2019

Tsai et al., Turc et al., Tang et al.
❏ Jiao, X., Yin, Y., Shang, L., Jiang, X., Chen, X., Li, L., Wang, F., & Liu, Q. (2019). TinyBERT: Distilling 

BERT for Natural Language Understanding. ArXiv, abs/1909.10351

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.00100
http://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08962
http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.12136
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Computation and model size

Head pruning
❏ Elena Voita et al., “Analyzing Multi-Head Self-Attention: 

Specialized Heads Do the Heavy Lifting, the Rest Can Be 
Pruned,” ArXiv:1905.09418 [Cs], May 22, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1905.09418

❏ Paul Michel, Omer Levy, and Graham Neubig, “Are Sixteen 
Heads Really Better than One?,” ArXiv:1905.10650 [Cs], 
November 4, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10650.

Head Importance Score 
for Pruning

http://arxiv.org/abs/1905.09418
http://arxiv.org/abs/1905.09418
http://arxiv.org/abs/1905.10650
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Computation and model size

Weights pruning
❏ ASAPP: Ziheng Wang, Jeremy Wohlwend, and Tao Lei, “Structured Pruning of Large Language 

Models,” ArXiv:1910.04732 [Cs, Stat], October 10, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1910.04732
❏ Low-rank matrix factorization + differential L0 pruning

using a Hard Concrete distribution
❏ RoBERTa on GLUE (99% performances)

Christos Louizos, Max Welling, and Diederik P. Kingma, “Learning Sparse 
Neural Networks through L0 Regularization,” ArXiv:1712.01312 [Cs, Stat], 
December 4, 2017, http://arxiv.org/abs/1712.01312.Layer pruning

❏ Facebook: Angela Fan, Edouard Grave, and Armand Joulin, “Reducing Transformer Depth on Demand with 
Structured Dropout,” ArXiv:1909.11556 [Cs, Stat], September 25, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11556.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1910.04732
http://arxiv.org/abs/1712.01312
http://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11556
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Computation and model size

Quantization
❏ Quantized Tensors

❏ From FP32 to INT8

❏ Dynamic quantization on Bert
❏ Applied on torch.nn.Linear — 438 MB FP32 => 181 MB INT8
❏ (experimental) Dynamic Quantization on BERT

❏ 0.6% F1 score accuracy after applying post-training
dynamic quantization on fine-tuned BERT on the MRPC task

❏ Q8BERT (Intel), a Quantized 8bit Version of BERT-Base
❏ https://www.intel.ai/q8bert/

❏ Ex: MRPC F1 0.8788 with post-training dynamic quantization and 0.8956 with quantization-aware training. 
❏ Symmetric quantization: Quantize(x, scale, bits) = Clip(Round(x * scale), - (2bits - 1 - 1), 2bits - 1 - 1)

https://pytorch.org/tutorials/intermediate/dynamic_quantization_bert_tutorial.html
https://www.intel.ai/q8bert/


Lack of robustness

❏ High variability - easy to fall in local minima
❏ Bert on STILS: variability
❏ Hyper parameter search for fine-tuning

❏ Solutions
❏ Better regularization? (Mix-out)
❏ Ensembles (distilled if necessary cf. Microsoft’s MT-DNN))

19
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Lack of robustness

❏ High variability - easy to fall in local 
minima
❏ NYU: Jason Phang, Thibault Févry, and Samuel R. 

Bowman, “Sentence Encoders on STILTs: 
Supplementary Training on Intermediate 
Labeled-Data Tasks,” ArXiv:1811.01088 [Cs], 
November 2, 2018, http://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01088

❏ Typically extensive hyper-parameter search 
for fine-tuning:

https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/blob/master/examples/r
oberta/wsc/README.md

http://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01088
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/blob/master/examples/roberta/wsc/README.md
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/blob/master/examples/roberta/wsc/README.md
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Lack of robustness

What are our solutions?
❏ Better regularization?

❏ Mixout: Cheolhyoung Lee, Kyunghyun Cho, and Wanmo Kang, “Mixout: Effective 
Regularization to Finetune Large-Scale Pretrained Language Models,” 
ArXiv:1909.11299 [Cs, Stat], September 25, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11299.

❏ Microsoft: Haoming Jiang et al., “SMART: Robust and Efficient Fine-Tuning for 
Pre-Trained Natural Language Models through Principled Regularized 
Optimization,” ArXiv:1911.03437 [Cs, Math], November 8, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.03437.

Symmetrized KL divergence

Regularizers on x and params

http://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11299
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Lack of robustness

What are our solutions?
❏ Ensembles and multi-tasking

❏ Microsoft: Xiaodong Liu et al., “Improving Multi-Task Deep Neural Networks via Knowledge Distillation for Natural 
Language Understanding,” ArXiv:1904.09482 [Cs], April 20, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1904.09482

Multi-task learning           +           ensembling    + distillation

http://arxiv.org/abs/1904.09482


Reporting and evaluation issues

❏ Current workflow for SOTA GLUE scores

❏ Comparing single runs on single splits
❏ Show your work: asking people to report hyper-parameter searches
❏ Reporting on standard splits leads to overfitting these splits

❏ Training and fine-tuning on various quantity of data
❏ Debates on more data versus better models
❏ How we solved the Winograd Schema Challenge

23
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Reporting and evaluation issues

Typical workflow for fine-tuning to SOTA on GLUE

1. Pre-train your model with as much data/compute as possible
2. Tune fine-tuning hyperparameters on the dev sets
3. Use the SuperGLUE rather than GLUE data for WNLI and implement rescoring trick in combination with using 

additional labeled (“Definite Pronoun Resolution Dataset” http://www.hlt.utdallas.edu/~vince/data/emnlp12/) or unlabeled 
data (Vid Kocijan et al., “A Surprisingly Robust Trick for Winograd Schema Challenge,” ACL 2019)

4. Use a special (and not officially allowed) pairwise ranking trick for QNLI and WNLI (users are not supposed to share 
information across test examples)

5. Intermediate MNLI task fine-tuning for MRPC/STS/RTE
6. Fine-tune many models on each task. Ensemble the best 5-10 models for each task.
7. Submit a (single) final run to the test leaderboard

http://www.hlt.utdallas.edu/~vince/data/emnlp12/
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Reporting and evaluation issues

Why is this not good

❏ Hyper-parameter search?
Jesse Dodge et al., “Show Your Work: 
Improved Reporting of Experimental 
Results,” ArXiv:1909.03004 [Cs, Stat], 
September 6, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1909.03004.

❏ “Standard” splits overfitting?

Kyle Gorman and Steven Bedrick, “We Need to Talk about 
Standard Splits,” in Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting 
of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL 2019, 
Florence, Italy: Association for Computational Linguistics, 
2019), 2786–2791, https://doi.org/10.18653/v1/P19-1267.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1909.03004
https://doi.org/10.18653/v1/P19-1267


More data or better models?

❏ More data for fine-tuning
❏ How we solved the Winograd Schema Challenge?

❏ More data for pretraining
❏ More data or better models – Debates on large-scale pretrained models (XLNet, RoBERTa…)
❏ Scaling laws for neural LM
❏ But transfer-learning => sample effectiveness?
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More data or better models
Comparing models fine-tuned or pre-trained on different (quantity) of data
❏ Finetuning: solving the Winograd Schema Challenge

❏ Winograd Schema Challenge
The trophy would not fit in the brown suitcase because
 it was too big. What was too big? the trophy or the suitcase?

❏ MaskedWiki: Kocijan, V., Cretu, A., Camburu, O., Yordanov, Y., 
& Lukasiewicz, T. (2019). A Surprisingly Robust Trick for the 
Winograd Schema Challenge. ACL.

❏ Pretraining: more data versus better models
❏ XLNet versus Bert debates

https://medium.com/@xlnet.team/a-fair-comparison-study-of-xlnet-and-bert-with-large-models-5a4257f59dc0

❏ RoBERTa versus XLNet
❏ Then entered GPT2/T5/XLM-R/mBART – Scaling laws

Jared Kaplan et al., “Scaling Laws for Neural Language Models,” ArXiv:2001.08361 [Cs, Stat], January 22, 2020, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08361

https://medium.com/@xlnet.team/a-fair-comparison-study-of-xlnet-and-bert-with-large-models-5a4257f59dc0
http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08361
http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08361
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More data or better models
Scaling laws for neural language models

❏ Power law of NLM dataset/model/compute
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More data or better models
Scaling laws for neural language models

Yu, H., Edunov, S., Tian, Y., & Morcos, A.S. (2019). Playing 
the lottery with rewards and multiple languages: lottery 
tickets in RL and NLP. ArXiv, abs/1906.02768.
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More data or better models
The question of generalization and data
Deep Mind: Dani Yogatama et al., “Learning and Evaluating General Linguistic Intelligence,” ArXiv:1901.11373 [Cs, Stat], January 
31, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373.

❏ Recent datasets easy to solve with little generalization or abstraction
❏ gives models that only work well for a specific purpose
❏ overestimates our success at having solved the general task
❏ fails to reward sample efficient generalization 

❏ Models typically evaluated in terms of performance at the end of training
❏ model A: 90% accuracy with 100 training samples does not improve with more training
❏ model B: takes one million examples to get to 90% before plateauing at 92%

❏ Online code length
❏ ENS: Léonard Blier and Yann Ollivier, “The Description Length of Deep Learning Models,” ArXiv:1802.07044 [Cs], 

February 20, 2018, http://arxiv.org/abs/1802.07044
❏ DeepMind: Dani Yogatama et al., “Learning and Evaluating General Linguistic Intelligence,” ArXiv:1901.11373 [Cs, 

Stat], January 31, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373

http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373
http://arxiv.org/abs/1802.07044
http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373
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More data or better models
The question of generalization

❏ On SQuAD (and various QA datasets)

❏ Code-length metric: models that perform worse at the beginning can have 
problems catching up (catch-up phenomenon)

❏ One key reason models generalize poorly to new tasks is that they rely on 
task specific components



In-domain vs. out-of-domain generalization
Using more data and the question of in-domain versus out-of-domain

❏ In-domain generalization versus out-of-domain generalization

❏ What does out-of-domain generalization means?
❏ train/test distribution shifts

❏ In natural languages:
❏ different training and test datasets for the same underlying “task”
❏ designing new evaluation datasets
❏ related to domain adaptation
❏ related to zero-shot (but not exactly identical)

❏ In artificially constructed languages
❏ constructing different splits to evaluate performances under distributional shifts

32
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In-domain vs. out-of-domain generalization
A few examples in NLP:
❏ We’ve just seen an example on Question-Answering

On SQuAD: Dani Yogatama et al., “Learning and Evaluating General Linguistic 
Intelligence,” ArXiv:1901.11373 [Cs, Stat], January 31, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373

❏ On MNLI: R. Thomas McCoy, Junghyun Min, and Tal Linzen, “BERTs of a Feather Do Not 
Generalize Together: Large Variability in Generalization across Models with Similar Test 
Set Performance,” ArXiv:1911.02969 [Cs], November 7, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02969

http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373
http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373
http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02969
http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02969
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In-domain vs. out-of-domain generalization
A few examples in NLP:
❏ On MNLI: R. Thomas McCoy, Junghyun Min, and Tal Linzen, “BERTs of a Feather Do Not Generalize Together: Large Variability 

in Generalization across Models with Similar Test Set Performance,” ArXiv:1911.02969 [Cs], November 7, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02969

http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02969
http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02969
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In-domain vs. out-of-domain generalization
A few examples in NLP:
❏ Work on compositionality: systematicity & generalization

❏ SCAN (Brenden M. Lake and Marco Baroni, “Generalization without Systematicity: On 
the Compositional Skills of Sequence-to-Sequence Recurrent Networks,” 
ArXiv:1711.00350 [Cs], October 30, 2017, http://arxiv.org/abs/1711.00350)

❏ PCFG SET (Dieuwke Hupkes et al., “The Compositionality of Neural Networks: 
Integrating Symbolism and Connectionism,” ArXiv:1908.08351 [Cs, Stat], August 22, 
2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08351)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1711.00350
http://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08351
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In-domain vs. out-of-domain generalization
Dieuwke Hupkes et al., “The Compositionality of Neural Networks: Integrating Symbolism and 
Connectionism,” ArXiv:1908.08351 [Cs, Stat], August 22, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08351

Testing compositionality

http://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08351
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In-domain vs. out-of-domain generalization
Measuring train/test distribution shifts: large body of work in domain adaptation

- Plank, B., & Noord, G.V. (2011). Effective Measures of Domain Similarity for Parsing. ACL.
- Ruder, S., & Plank, B. (2017). Learning to select data for transfer learning with Bayesian Optimization. EMNLP.
- ElSahar, H., & Gallé, M. (2019). To Annotate or Not? Predicting Performance Drop under Domain Shift. EMNLP/IJCNLP.

❏ Similarity metrics: distance between the source and target domain
❏ Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
❏ Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence
❏ Renyi divergence
❏ Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
❏ Wasserstein distance
❏ Proxy A distance

❏ Feature Representations for computing domain similarity measures
❏ Term/n-grams distributions
❏ Topic distributions (for instance by an LDA)
❏ Word embeddings
❏ Autoencoder representations
❏ Token-sequence representations (diversity, n-grams)



The limits of NLU and the rise of NLG
❏ Online code highlighted the question of training a task-specific head

❏ should we even have task-specific elements?

❏ Welcome text-to-text models
❏ GPT2 and language modeling as a multi-task learning objective
❏ Facebook’s BART and mBART: pretraining as text-to-text objective
❏ Google’s T5: finetuning as a text-to-text generation task

❏ NLU and NLG
❏ Sam: nothing better than GLUE/SuperGLUE in the short-term
❏ NLU and NLG - the problem of metrics
❏ NeuralGen workshop

38
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The limits of NLU and the rise of NLG
❏ Online code highlighted the question of training a 

task-specific head
❏ Welcome text-to-text models

❏ The Natural Language Decathlon: getting rid of 
task-specific modules
Bryan McCann et al., “The Natural Language Decathlon: Multitask Learning as Question 
Answering,” ArXiv:1806.08730 [Cs, Stat], June 20, 2018, http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.08730

❏ GPT2: language modeling as a multi-task learning 
objective
Alec Radford et al., “Language Models Are Unsupervised Multitask Learners”

http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.08730
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The limits of NLU and the rise of NLG
❏ The rise of pretrained NLG models

❏ Facebook’s BART: pretraining as text-to-text objective
Mike Lewis et al., “BART: Denoising Sequence-to-Sequence Pre-Training for Natural Language Generation, 
Translation, and Comprehension,” ArXiv:1910.13461 [Cs, Stat], October 29, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1910.13461.
Encoder-decoder scheme: Denoising objective:

❏ mBART: Yinhan Liu et al., “Multilingual Denoising Pre-Training for Neural Machine Translation,” ArXiv:2001.08210 
[Cs], January 23, 2020, http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08210.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1910.13461
http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08210


❏ The rise of pretrained NLG models
❏ Google’s T5: fine-tuning as a text-to-text generation task

Colin Raffel et al., “Exploring the Limits of Transfer Learning with a Unified Text-to-Text Transformer,” ArXiv:1910.10683 
[Cs, Stat], October 24, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10683.
Pretraining: Fine-tuning:

GLUE: 90,3 (Human baseline: 87,1...)
SuperGLUE: 89,3 (Human baseline 89,8)

❏ NLU and NLG
❏ Preparing a

successor
to GLUE and
SuperGLUE? 41

The limits of NLU and the rise of NLG

http://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10683


The inductive bias question
❏ Let’s go back to the generalization problem

❏ Models are brittle: fail when text is modified, even though its meaning is preserved
❏ Models are spurious: memorize artifacts and biases instead of truly learning

❏ Out-of-domain generalization and inductive biases

❏ How should we formulate inductive bias
❏ Linguistics tasks gives hints
❏ Architectures: Graph Convolutional neural nets and Transformers
❏ Let’s enrich our datasets

42



Let’s go back to the generalization problem
❏ Models are brittle: fail when text is modified, even with meaning preserved 
❏ Models are spurious: memorize artifacts and biases instead of truly learning
                     Brittle             Spurious

Robin Jia and Percy Liang, “Adversarial Examples for Evaluating Reading Comprehension
   Systems,” ArXiv:1707.07328 [Cs], July 23, 2017, http://arxiv.org/abs/1707.07328
R. Thomas McCoy, Junghyun Min, and Tal Linzen, “BERTs of a Feather Do Not Generalize Together: Large Variability in Generalization across Models with Similar 
  Test Set Performance,” ArXiv:1911.02969 [Cs], November 7, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1911.02969.

The inductive bias question The inductive bias question
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❏ A possible solution:
❏ Providing better inductive bias in our models

❏ How should we test/design inductive bias
❏ Linguistics!

❏ Ellie Pavlick 2018 — Why should we care
about linguistics
http://www.ipam.ucla.edu/abstract/?tid=14546

❏ Dieuwke Hupkes et al., “The Compositionality of Neural Networks: Integrating Symbolism and Connectionism,” 
ArXiv:1908.08351 [Cs, Stat], August 22, 2019, http://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08351

The inductive bias question The inductive bias question
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http://www.ipam.ucla.edu/abstract/?tid=14546
http://arxiv.org/abs/1908.08351


❏ How should we formulate inductive bias
❏ In the architectures:

❏ With Graph Convolutional neural networks or Transformers

Diego Marcheggiani, Joost Bastings, and Ivan Titov, “Exploiting Semantics in Neural Machine Translation with Graph 
   Convolutional Networks,” ArXiv:1804.08313 [Cs], April 23, 2018, http://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08313
Emma Strubell et al., “Linguistically-Informed Self-Attention for Semantic Role Labeling,” ArXiv:1804.08199 [Cs], April 22, 2018, 
   http://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08199.

The inductive bias question The inductive bias question
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08313
http://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08199
http://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08199


❏ A possible solution:
❏ Providing better inductive bias in our models

❏ How should we formulate inductive bias
❏ Enriching the data with inductive bias

“Overcoming the Lexical Overlap Bias Using Predicate-Argument Structures | OpenReview,” accessed January 6, 2020, 
https://openreview.net/forum?id=2AGZUDRsHg

     CGI: Adversarial SWAG                 Linguistically informed data augmentation                    Improved robustness

The inductive bias question The inductive bias question
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https://openreview.net/forum?id=2AGZUDRsHg
https://openreview.net/forum?id=2AGZUDRsHg
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Specialized pretraining tasks that teach what our model is missing

❏ Develop specialized pretraining tasks that explicitly learn such relationships
❏ Word-pair relations that capture background knowledge (Joshi et al., NAACL 2019)
❏ Span-level representations (Swayamdipta et al., EMNLP 2018)
❏ Different pretrained word embeddings are helpful (Kiela et al., EMNLP 2018)

❏ Other pretraining tasks could explicitly learn reasoning or understanding
❏ Arithmetic, temporal, causal, etc.; discourse, narrative, conversation, etc.

❏ Pretrained representations could be connected in a sparse and modular way
❏ Based on linguistic substructures (Andreas et al., NAACL 2016) or experts (Shazeer et al., ICLR 

2017)

 The inductive bias question

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.08854
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10485
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.07983
https://arxiv.org/abs/1601.01705
https://openreview.net/forum?id=B1ckMDqlg
https://openreview.net/forum?id=B1ckMDqlg


The common-sense question

48

Models are brittle and spurious because they lack common-sense

❏ Limits of distributional hypothesis—difficult to learn certain types of 
information from raw text
❏ Human reporting bias: not stating the obvious (Gordon and Van Durme, AKBC 2013)
❏ Common sense isn’t written down
❏ Facts about named entities
❏ No grounding to other modalities

❏ Possible solutions:
❏ Incorporate other structured knowledge (e.g. knowledge bases like ERNIE, Zhang et al 2019)
❏ Multimodal learning (e.g. with visual representations like VideoBERT, Sun et al. 2019)
❏ Interactive/human-in-the-loop approaches (e.g. dialog, Hancock et al. 2018)

https://openreview.net/forum?id=AzxEzvpdE3Wcy
http://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07129
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.01766
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.05415
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Definition of Common Sense (Yejin Choi’s Talk at NeurIPS 2019 LIRE workshop)

❏ the basic level of practical knowledge and reasoning
❏ concerning everyday situations and events
❏ that are commonly shared among most people.

For example, it’s ok to keep the closet door open, but it’s not ok to keep the fridge 
door open, as the food inside might go bad.

Past failures (in 70s – 80s):
❏ weak computing power
❏ not much data
❏ no crowdsourcing
❏ not as strong computational models
❏ not ideal conceptualization / representations

 The common sense question

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-6YfnNDdbkXHoLVypfuHTqkUhjXjwgLW/view
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 The common sense question

Yejin Choi’s Talk at NeurIPS 
2019 LIRE workshop

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-6YfnNDdbkXHoLVypfuHTqkUhjXjwgLW/view
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A few nice recent reads from Yeijin Choi’s team:

❏ ATOMIC
Maarten Sap et al., “ATOMIC: An Atlas of Machine Commonsense for If-Then 
Reasoning,” ArXiv:1811.00146 [Cs], February 7, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1811.00146

❏ COMET
Antoine Bosselut et al., “COMET: Commonsense Transformers for Automatic 
Knowledge Graph Construction,” ArXiv:1906.05317 [Cs], June 12, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1906.05317.

❏ Winogrande
Keisuke Sakaguchi et al., “WinoGrande: An Adversarial Winograd Schema 
Challenge at Scale,” ArXiv:1907.10641 [Cs], November 21, 2019, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10641.

 The common sense question

http://arxiv.org/abs/1811.00146
http://arxiv.org/abs/1811.00146
http://arxiv.org/abs/1906.05317
http://arxiv.org/abs/1906.05317
http://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10641
http://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10641
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Winogrande
Keisuke Sakaguchi et al., “WinoGrande: An
Adversarial Winograd Schema Challenge at Scale,”
ArXiv:1907.10641 [Cs], November 21, 2019,
http://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10641

❏ Crowdsourcing:
❏  Enhancing Crowd Creativity with random “anchor words” =>  77k questions
❏  Data Validation from crowd => 53k

❏  Light-weight adversarial filtering
❏ fine-tune RoBERTa on 6k instances (removed from the dataset) => 46k
❏ ensemble of linear classifiers (logistic regressions) trained on random 

subsets of the data determine whether the representation used in RoBERTa 
is strongly indicative of the correct answer => 13k questions (not all pairs)

 The common sense question

http://arxiv.org/abs/1907.10641


Continual and meta-learning
❏ Current transfer learning performs adaptation once.
❏ Ultimately, we’d like to have models that continue to retain and accumulate 

knowledge across many tasks (Yogatama et al., 2019).
❏ No distinction between pretraining and adaptation; just one stream of tasks.
❏ Main challenge towards this: Catastrophic forgetting.
❏ Different approaches from the literature:

❏ Memory, regularization, task-specific weights, etc. 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11373


Continual and meta-learning
❏ Objective of transfer learning: Learn a representation that is general and 

useful for many tasks.
❏ Objective does not incentivize ease of adaptation (often unstable); does not 

learn how to adapt it.
❏ Meta-learning combined with transfer learning could make this more 

feasible. 
❏ However, most existing approaches are restricted to the few-shot setting and 

only learn a few steps of adaptation.
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Bias
❏ Bias has been shown to be pervasive in word embeddings and neural models 

in general
❏ Large pretrained models necessarily have their own sets of biases
❏ There is a blurry boundary between common-sense and bias
❏ We need ways to remove such biases during adaptation
❏ A small fine-tuned model should be harder to misuse
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Conclusion
❏ Themes: words-in-context, LM pretraining, deep models

❏ Pretraining gives better sample-efficiency, can be scaled up

❏ Predictive of certain features—depends how you look at it

❏ Performance trade-offs, from top-to-bottom

❏ Transfer learning is simple to implement, practically useful

❏ Still many shortcomings and open problems
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That’s all for this year ;-)

Image credit: Andrejs Kirma
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